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Administrators and faculty

Secondary teachers

Postsecondary Administrators and faculty*

School counselors and advisement professionals*

Tribal organizations and representatives

Corrections education staff*

Representatives of special populations

Data staff

Any other stakeholder required by the Utah Board of Education or a local decision

Business and community partners*

Local workforce development and economic development boards

Students and Former Students

Human Resource department members

Introduction

One of the most significant changes in Perkins V (The Strengthening Career and Technical Education 
(CTE) for  the 21st Century Act) is the new requirement for local applicants to conduct a 
comprehensive local  needs assessment (CLNA) and update it at least every two years. 

The CLNA is designed to drive local application development and future spending decisions. It is  an 
opportunity to review your entire Career and Technical Education (CTE) program with an in‐depth 
lens.  It is  a vital time to identify areas where targeted improvements should be made.  It is also a 
powerful opportunity  to engage stakeholders in a common understanding and vision for the future of 
CTE in your community. 

Perkins V requires, at a minimum, some of the following participants be engaged in the initial needs 
assessment, the local application development, and in ongoing consultation with representation from:
(Please check all who participated to verify this has been done) All listed are required in Perkins V 
unless noted with an asterisk (*).  



Element 1 Worksheet: Evaluation of Student Performance 

Review data collected including any notes from interviews, focus groups, or other 
methodologies. Discuss each of these questions. Assign a note‐taker for the discussion 
electronically on this form. At the end, via consensus, assign a rating and rationale for this 
part of the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment. 

Leading 
created and 
implemented. 
Progress is evident

Emerging 
Gaps Identified. 
Improvement plans in 
development   

Embedded  
Gaps Identified. 
Improvement plans 
created and 
implemented.   

Rating



Questions Considered or Discussed (Select all that apply)

Strengths/Opportunities:

Challenges/Needs/Threats:

Gaps/Areas of revision/ New implementation:

Element 1 - 
Rating 

Rating Rationale and Potential Action Steps (It is important to capture your thinking here in 
order to avoid repeating work later in this process)

Additional Questions not listed here

1. How are students in each CTE program and career cluster performing on the performance indicators in comparison to non‐CTE students
In comparison to other career clusters
2. How are students from special populations performing in each CTE career cluster
3. How are students from different genders, races, and ethnicities performing in each CTE career cluster
4. Which groups of students are struggling most
5. Where do the biggest gaps in performance exist between subgroups of students
6. Which CTE programs overall have the highest outcomes and which have the lowest

. Are there certain CTE programs where students from special populations are performing above average  Below average
8. Is there a trend across all CTE career clusters
9. What are the potential root causes of any inequities in performance across career clusters



Program 

Size 

Deficient 

School offers the 
ability to concentrate 
in programs.  

Program 
Scope 

Programs offer 
credentials or 
work based 
learning 
experiences.  

Program 

Quality 

Leading 

School offers complete 
programs that 
demonstrate growth, 
innovation and 
expansion which align 
with student interest 
and industry sector 
needs 

Programs result in 
credentials valued by 
industry and are 
stackable. Offer high 
quality work based 
learning experiences 
that result in viable 
placement 
opportunities. 

Curriculum aligns with 
State program and 
course standards, 
decisions based on 
data and continuous 
improvement plan 
created and 
implemented. 
Progress is evident. 

Embedded 

School offers 
complete programs 
that align with 
student interest and 
industry sector 
needs    

Programs result in 
credentials valued 
by industry and offer 
high quality work
based learning 
experiences.  

Curriculum aligns 
with State program 
and course 
standards, 
decisions based on 
data and 
continuous 
improvement plan 
implemented.  

Emerging 

School offers the 
ability to concentrate 
in programs that align 
with student interest 
and industry sector 
needs  

Programs result in 
credentials and offer 
work based learning 
experiences.  

 Curriculum aligns 
with State program 
and course 
standards, decisions 
based on data and 
continuous 
improvement plan 
developed.  

Curriculum 
aligns with State 
program and 
course 
standards.

Element 2 Worksheet: Evaluation of Program Quality  

Review data collected including any notes from interviews, focus groups, or other methodologies. Discuss 
each of the questions below. Assign a note taker for the discussion electronically on this form. At the end, via 
Consensus, assign a category and rating as well as a rationale for this part of the Comprehensive Local Needs 
Assessment.  



Questions Considered or Discussed (Select all that apply):

Strengths/Opportunities:

Challenges/Needs/Threats:

Gaps/Areas of revision/ New implementation:

Element2- 
Size Rating 

Rating Rationale and Potential Action Steps (It is important to capture your thinking here in 
order to avoid repeating work later in this process)

Scope Rating

Quality Rating

1. Are we offering programs in which students are choosing to enroll
2. Are we offering programs with too low an enrollment to justify the costs in offering those programs
3. Are we offering a sufficient number of courses, and course sections, within programs
4. Are there students who want to enroll in programs that are offered but are unable to do so
5. What populations of students are and are not accepted into specific programs  What are some of the reasons
6. Can a student complete each program of study at our school/institution

. Do some of our programs offer more opportunities for skill development than others, both in the classroom and through expanded learning experiences
8. Have there been sufficient conversations with secondary, postsecondary, and business/industry representatives so that a robust skill set is developed in
each program
9. How do specific program areas compare in quality

10. How do specific components of programs, such as work‐based learning, compare in quality

Additional Questions not listed here



Workforce Alignment Deficient Embedded
School offers 
programs for all 
student 
populations that 
align to the highest 
projected employme
nt growth and 
emerging 
occupations in the 
region.   

Emerging 
School offers 
programs for 
student 
populations 
that align 
to occupations. 

School 
offers 
Programs.

Leading
School offers programs for 
all student populations that 
align to the highest 
projected employment 
growth and emerging 
occupations in the 
region. Plan in place to 
retool, redirect and/or 
sunset outdated programs 
and provide targeted 
opportunities for 
employment of special 
populations.   

Element 3 Worksheet: Evaluation of Workforce Alignment   

Review data collected including any notes from interviews, focus groups, or other methodologies. 
Discuss each of these questions. Assign a note taker for the discussion electronically on this form. At 
the end, via consensus, assign a rating and rationale for this part of the Comprehensive Local Needs 
Assessment.  



Questions Considered or Discussed (Select all that apply):

Strengths/Opportunities:

Challenges/Needs/Threats:

Gaps/Areas of revision/ New implementation:

Element 3- 
Workforce Alignment 

Rating Rationale and Potential Action Steps (It is important to capture your thinking here in 
order to avoid repeating work later in this process)

Additional Questions not listed here

1. What are the highest projected growth industries in our region  What occupations are part of that industry
2. How are CTE programs offered aligned to the demand
3. How do CTE program enrollments match projected job openings  Where are the biggest gaps
5. What skill needs have industry partners identified as lacking in the programs offered
6. Which programs graduate employees that thrive in the workplace  Why

. What opportunities exist in our local labor market for students with disabilities, English learners, or other special populations
8. Are we offering CTE programs that are not aligned to demand



Implementing CTE 
Programs 

Emerging 

Programs 
are aligned acros
s secondary and 
post secondary, 
articulation is in 
development with  
embedded 
academic, 
technical, and 
employability 
skills. 

Deficient 

Programs 
are aligned 
across 
secondary 
and 
post‐
secondary.

Stakeholder 
involvement 
in CTE Programs 

Leading  

Programs are aligned, 
growing, expanding 
and articulated acros s 
secondary and post
secondary with 
embedded academic, 
technical, 
and employability 
skills. Students have 
multiple entry and exit 
points within a 
pathway/program of 
study.   

Growth and expansion 
on an established 
stake holder base 
where all stakeholders 
are actively involved in 
decision making.   

Embedded  

Programs are aligned 
and articulated across 
secondary and post
secondary with 
embedded academic, 
technical, 
and employability skills. 
Students have multiple 
entry and exit points 
within a 
pathway/program of 
study.  

Established 
stakeholder base 
where all stakeholders 
are actively involved in 
decision making.   

Stakeholder 
involvement 
with limited 
alignment in 
decision 
making.   

Limited 
Stakeholder 
involvement

Element 4 Worksheet: Evaluation of Implementing CTE Programs 
Review data collected including any notes from interviews, focus groups, or other methodologies. Discuss each of 
these questions. Assign a note taker for the discussion electronically on this form. At the end, via consensus, 
assign a rating and rationale for this part of the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment.  



Questions Considered or Discussed (Select all that apply):

Strengths/Opportunities:

Challenges/Needs/Threats:

Gaps/Areas of revision/ New implementation:

Element 4 - 
Implementation of
CTE Programs.

Rating Rationale and Potential Action Steps (It is important to capture your thinking here in 
order to avoid repeating work later in this process)

Stakeholder Engagement

Additional Questions not listed here

1. How fully are our programs aligned and articulated across secondary and postsecondary education
2. Do our programs incorporate relevant academic, technical, and career readiness/employability skills at every learner level
3. Do we have credit transfer agreements to help students earn and articulate credit
4. Are students being retained in the same program of study
5. Do students in the programs of study have multiple entry and exit points
6. Are students in our programs earning recognized postsecondary credentials  Which credentials

. What is the role of business sand industry partners in the current program of study development and delivery



Leading 
Practices and processes in place to 
recruit high quality, licensed, & 
endorsed educators. Processes in 
place for onboarding, mentoring, 
licensing. Gaps Identified. 
Improvement plans created and 
implemented. Educator satisfaction 
is high, professional develop 
opportunities that align with industry 
trends. Progress is evident.  

Embedded

Practices and 
processes in place 
to recruit high 
quality, licensed, & 
endorsed 
educators. 
Processes in place 
for onboarding, 
mentoring, 
licensing. Gaps 
Identified. 
Improvement plans 
created and 
implemented.   

Emerging 

Practices and 
processes in place to 
recruit high quality, 
licensed, & endorsed 
educators. Processes 
in place for 
onboarding, 
mentoring, licensing. 
Gaps Identified. 
Improvement plan is 
in development.   

Deficient  
Practices and 
processes in place 
to recruit high 
quality, licensed, & 
endorsed 
educators. Process
es in place for 
onboarding, 
mentoring, 
licensing.   

Element 5 Worksheet: Evaluation of Recruiting, Retaining, and Training CTE Educators 

Review data collected including any notes from interviews, focus groups, or other methodologies. Discuss each of 
these questions. Assign a note‐taker for the discussion electronically on this form. At the end, via consensus, 
assign a rating and rationale for this part of the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment.  

 Recruitment of CTE Educators 



Strengths/Opportunities:

Challenges/Needs/Threats:

Gaps/Areas of revision/ New implementation:

Element 5 - Evaluation of 
Recruiting, Retaining, and 
Training CTE Educators 

Rating Rationale and Potential Action Steps (It is important to capture your thinking here in 
order to avoid repeating work later in this process)

Questions Considered or Discussed (Select all that apply):

Additional Questions not listed

1. How diverse is our staff  Does it reflect the demographic makeup of the student body
2. What processes are in place to recruit new CTE educators
3. What onboarding processes are in place to bring new professionals into the system
4. Are these processes efficient and effective, especially for educators coming from industry
5. Are all educators teaching in our programs adequately credentialed
6. Do we offer regular, substantive and effective professional development around CTE academic and technical instruction based on
identified needs

. What has been the impact on mentoring and onboarding processes for new instructors, especially instructors coming from industry
8. What professional development offerings are most highly rated by participant staff  Does this differ when looking at different factors
such as length of time in position, certification, career area, etc.
9. Is there a process to develop or recruit CTE instructors from existing staff

10. In what content areas do we need to develop or recruit more educators



Element 6 Worksheet: Evaluation of Equity and Access  

Review data collected including any notes from interviews, focus groups, or other methodologies. Discuss each of 
these questions. Assign a note‐taker for the discussion electronically on this form. At the end, via consensus, 
assign a rating and rationale for this part of the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment.  

Deficient 
Equity and 
Access 

Leading  
Gaps Identified. 
Improvement plans 
created and 
implemented. 
Progress is evident. 

Embedded  
Gaps Identified. 
Improvement plans created 
and 
implemented. Specifically; 
enrollment, barriers, 
recruitment efforts, 
accommodations, 
participants, concentrators, 
completers.   

Emerging 
Gaps Identified. 
Improvement 
plans in 
development.   

Gaps 

Identified. 



Challenges/Needs/Threats:

Gaps/Areas of revision/ New implementation:

Element 6‐
Equity and Access

Rating Rationale and Potential Action Steps (It is important to capture your thinking here in 
order to avoid repeating work later in this process)

Questions Considered or Discussed (Select all that apply):

Additional Questions not listed
 

Strengths/Opportunities:

1. Which population groups are underrepresented in our CTE programs overall  And in each program area
2. Which population groups are over‐represented in CTE programs
3. Looking back on the sections on program quality, labor market needs, and progress toward implementing programs of study, are
there any enrollment discrepancies when comparing to programs that lead to high wage, high skill and in‐demand occupations
4. What is the difference between participant, concentrator and completer data for each special population  What is in place that
encourages students to complete programs  What barriers are in place that prevent students from special populations from
completing
5. What barriers currently exist that prevent each special population group from participating in your programs
6. What accommodations, modifications and supportive services do we currently provide  Which are most effective  Which ones are
underutilized

. What recruiting efforts are conducted to encourage special population students to enroll in high quality CTE programs  What
seems to be effective  What seems to be producing little effect
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	E1 Gaps: Work needs to continue when working with ELL, disabled, low-economic and non-traditional students. We need to come up with ways to help LatinX, Native American and Pacific Islander students in all areas. We also need to improve or increase non-traditional enrollment, secondary path completion and work-based learning participation, especially for female students. Our LEP students are struggling as well, especially in graduation rate. Our low-economic students are struggling in every area, as well as our IEP/504 students.We also need to look at credential attainment in secondary institutions.  Both technical colleges are outperforming the Universities.  Of course Tech colleges are 100% CTE, which could account for this difference, but we need to look at the achievement of the Tech schools to see if we can improve credential attainment at the Universities.
	E1 Rating: [Emerging]
	E1 Rationale: -Create a plan to market and communicate with counselors, parents, students and teachers which may include posters, training, advertisements, etc.  -Match ethnic/special population students with ethnic/special population mentors who can show them possibilities in careers in a CTE field. -Provide programs in schools where students can get extra academic help for Language Arts, Math and Sci. Several schools are doing this and we need to pattern the same programs in all of our region schools.-Create a focus group to look at certificate completion to find out why Tech schools are outperforming Universities in this area.
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	E2Additional Questions: 
	E2 Strengths: Although more work can be done, our Region consortium members have good communication with businesses in the area which informs us of the programs, opportunities and skill sets needed for our area. The SW region has high numbers in multiple pathways/clusters. Secondary programs currently do not have wait lists for classes and are able to accommodate course choices with students, and most secondary students are provided opportunities to participate in Work-Based Learning. Some post-secondary programs do have waiting lists, and not all students enrolled in CTE courses at post-secondary institutions have opportunities for work-based learning.  Some of the districts are able to buy textbooks for students and provide transportation to attend remote courses, as well as pay teachers to travel to these locations.  Many of our schools offer industry certificates which provide them with "industry standard" knowledge and allows high school students to acquire and practice college and career-readiness skills. Advisory boards are being used to improve programs and our consortium is working well together and colleges are stepping up to provide faculty and staff to improve CTE opportunities for secondary students. 
	E2 Challenges: We have several programs that are low in numbers and we need to decide if these programs need to stay or if they should be eliminated.  We do have some scheduling issues in alignment with secondary and post-secondary schools. We have a big job to do with making the community aware of what options students have in CTE programs, by improving our communication. Transportation is one of the biggest issues for students between schools, satellite stations and post-secondary institutions, as well as the need to offer more options for students in rural areas. We have one district that has an excellent work based learning program but it needs to be implemented in all of our other districts. We do know that our programs are only as good as our teachers and their expertise, experience and equipment.  We need to offer professional development in these areas to both our secondary and post-secondary teachers.
	E2 Gaps: We need to provide more options for our students in rural areas. A survey for students/advisory board assistance would help us make decisions on what to offer.  Our professional development should include counselors so that they are fully aware of all opportunities for students in CTE programs. The SW Region needs to work towards matching up pathways between secondary and post-secondary, so students don't have to change institutions to continue in their pathways. We also need to look at remote possibilities for our rural areas.  We are looking into a satellite facility in Panguitch to offer more online courses/certifications to our SW students. 
	E2 Size Rating: [Emerging]
	E2 Rationale size: -Our Advisory Board will be looking at possible growth/decrease in our program options. -We plan to create a survey for CTE student feedback regarding the programs they are interested in.
	E2 Scope Rating: [Emerging]
	E2 Rationale Scope: -We do have articulation agreements between secondary/post-secondary. However, more work needs to be done towards documenting and looking at the issues between alignment. -We need to collect more data on credential alignment and opportunities for expanded learning across all programs of study. -We have the possibility of hiring an additional coordinator position to look at pathways for secondary/post-secondary specifically.
	E2 Quality Rating: [Emerging]
	E2 Rationale Quality: -We need to do more work in aligning curriculum standards to industry needs, as well as communication within the industry. -Look at increasing our work-based learning opportunities and CTSO activity. -Locate more data to support placement of our students. 
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	E3 Additional Questions: 
	E3 Strengths: Offerings in both Healthcare and Computer Science continue to expand. Our work with DWS has helped us respond with greater alignment to industry needs. Our tech colleges and universities are working together to expand options and align with each other. According to our surveys, students and the community feel like our students are being prepared for work and college through the CTE programs we offer. We have an excellent work based learning program at Washington County School District and are hoping to expand the same program throughout our region. With the help of the Computer Science grant, our Computer Science program is starting to expand and improve. 
	E3 Challenges: Some of our schools might experience capacity issues involving space, budgets or personal issues. Our offerings are not aligned with the short term needs of our community. We do experience issues with teachers unwilling to diversify. One of our biggest challenges is providing appropriate professional development to our teachers to help them with changing CTE programs. We have several programs that need to be expanded and reviewed from secondary to post-secondary to offer more options for high-demand and high-paying positions. We do need more participation in CTSO's. Our work with EEL and SPED students needs to improve and we have created a focus group to look at how we can improve the success in CTE within these student populations.
	E3 Gaps: Work has started on improving our healthcare pathways. We need to continue working with our Food Prep, Transportation, and Hospitality programs as they are showing growth in our region. We are looking at ways to expand our Advisory Board capacity with focus groups to narrow in on specific issues such as program expansion, industry needs, pathway alignment, etc. We are in the process of forming a survey for students to let us know what programs they are interested in so that we can provide the offerings they need.  We are also in the process of expanding our Work-Based Learning opportunities for every student in our consortium. We are working on a marketing campaign to include publicity and training/professional development for teachers and counselors. We need to look more deeply at DWS data to make sure our colleges are offering completion programs for students in needed areas.
	E3 Rating: [Emerging]
	E3 Rationale: -Work in alignment from secondary to post-secondary, and ability to complete a program at one college.-Work with Advisory Board/focus groups to align offerings to current job trends.-Create a survey for CTE course interest in students.-Use same outline for Washington County School District Work-Based Learning, and increase opportunities for students in rural areas.
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	E4-4: Yes
	E4-5: Yes
	E4-6: Yes
	E4-7: Yes
	E4 Additional Questions: 
	E4 Strengths: Our postsecondary and secondary CTE programs meet consistently within our region to discuss articulation agreements and in particular, our universities and technical schools. Our programs provide academic, technical and employability skills within each course/pathway. There are currently some Credit Transfer Agreements in place between secondary and postsecondary institutions. Concurrent Enrollment credits are on the rise. We are seeing that students with higher grades in courses are retained in their pathways more than students with lower grades. Many of our students are earning nationally recognized credentials in Microsoft, Adobe, ProStart, MTA, Food Handler's, ASE, CompTIA, etc. Our Advisory Board is coming together nicely and we look forward to the changes that can be made. There are other Advisory Boards that are being used in other areas as well.
	E4 Challenges: Most of our improvements/challenges come from documentation. Everything needs to be documented in regards to articulation so that we can become fully aware of where our pathways gaps are. We have started this process and are currently are using a spreadsheet to keep track of offerings in each institution. We also believe that with more equipment and expertise, our options could become more attractive and have higher participation. We still have more work to do with academic achievement for special populations and ethnicities. We struggle with "getting the word out" about CTE and its programs. We have to learn how to use our Advisory Board members to improve our programs, as well as create focus groups within the board. Our secondary programs could also benefit from the use of other Advisory Boards.
	E4 Gaps: Most of our gaps come from lack of communication with our community. From parents to students and industry, most of them feel that they don't know what is available in our schools for their students. Creating a publicity/marketing campaign will help us in letting our community know what great programs are offered in their schools. We need to work on our Advisory Board structure so that they can help us within their expertise. This will also help us consolidate our work in all the areas of our consortium so that we aren't being repetitive. We certainly need to look at new programs that students are interested in. We are working on implementing Work-Based Learning opportunities for students in secondary to postsecondary institutions. Counselor training will be imperative in regards to special populations in CTE programs. Allowing our Advisory Board to help us in behalf of special populations will be of great worth to our CTE program improvement.
	E4 Implementing CTE Programs: 
	0: [Emerging]

	E4 Rationale Implementation: -Media and marketing for CTE programs-Look at Advisory Board structure to help us share information and consolidate information from different groups.-Look at new programs that need to be implemented according to student and industry needs and student interest.-Incorporate business partners and Advisory board focus groups in all areas.-Provide counselor professional development regarding CTE programs and opportunities.
	E4 Stake Engagement: [Emerging]
	E4 Rationale Stakeholder: -Work on Advisory Board structure so that members are participating where they can use their expertise.-Incorporate more business partners into our Advisory Board to help with industry needs.-Create focus groups-Involve focus groups in pathway structure
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	E5 Additional Questions: 
	E5 Strengths: One of our biggest strengths is that we have a supportive state and region staff in CTE areas. We have an Education Teaching pathway in place for prospective CTE teachers. We also have online CTE endorsement courses for teachers desiring to add CTE credentials. The majority of teachers in the SW Region are adequately credentialed, and if needed, we work with them to get them qualified. Our state has an excellent Summer Professional Development program for our teachers. We also have good industry specific trainings.  Teacher strengths are recognized and USBE and other professional development opportunities are available.  Utah generally has a great market for teachers and our teachers are mostly positive about the professional development they receive in our area and state.
	E5 Challenges: We need to gather more data regarding our teaching staff.  Our staff is not as diverse as our student body, and getting a more diverse staff to Utah is a challenge. Our postsecondary staff is more diverse than our secondary staff. Our secondary staff is about 97% Caucasian, while our student body is 86% Caucasian and 11% Latinx.  We do lack full programs between secondary and postsecondary institutions with small school size and remote locations contribute to this challenge. It is difficult to get industry members to teach in our schools because of low teaching income and the necessary requirements for industry members to earn a teaching certificate. compared to the money they can make in industry. One of our biggest issues is that postsecondary institutions are not offering as many certification programs as they once were, so we have a hard time completing pathways. Also, our remote locations and teacher expectations make it difficult to offer all pathways. 
	E5 Gaps: One of our greatest gaps is that some CTE programs are not considered high-demand/high-pay. So, how can we entice educators or industry workers to become CTE teachers? We need to look at our recruitment/retention process in each district/college.  Creating a focus group for this purpose will help us look at other possibilities and allow us to create a recruitment/retention process. Our rural areas have gaps in getting credential instructors. Sometimes, the postsecondary institution credentials do not match what our secondary teachers need. Teacher mentoring could be helpful but we need to survey these teachers to see what is working and what is not for teacher mentoring. Teachers request more time to work with articulation with colleges, CCA collaboration, teacher repository for trainings, Canvas training, more teacher mentoring, and to work with businesses to get make world assignments available to our students.
	E5 Rating: [Emerging]
	E5 Rationale: -We are working to improve our communication with the community through publicity of CTE programs.-Continue to look at a teacher survey regarding professional development needs.-Make teachers aware of other available trainings through UEN/USBE/Midas.-Create a professional deposit of professional development for teachers to refer to.
	E6-1: Yes
	E6-2: Yes
	E6-3: Yes
	E6-4: Yes
	E6-5: Yes
	E6-6: Yes
	E6-7: Yes
	E6 Additional Questions: 
	E6 Strengths: The SW Region is doing better at bringing students into non-traditional areas. We have also seen an increase in bringing females into Computer Programs. We feel that the building of a new Advisory Board will also be beneficial to student success. We have included the DWS into our Advisory board so we can take a look at the current needs in our area industries. The postsecondary institutions in our area have resources for special populations and have services for them to help them overcome barriers. We do have online options that allow some special populations to succeed. This includes the Navajo Reservation, as well as other groups that work with at-risk individuals. Outreach efforts to the Cedar City Band of the Paiute Tribe have been successful.
	E6 Challenges: The SW Region does not have a huge number of non-traditional students.  Our Caucasian population is large and our ethnic population is small, so this may skew some of our numbers.  For example, our Caucasian population has lower success rates in several areas, but our ethnic population is so low that when one student succeeds in a special population, it shows as 100%. There are a few areas where we believe we are not going to meet the local demand for those pathways. A challenge in our area is matching schedules from secondary to postsecondary.  Communication is also a struggle in every area of this assessment, because the community is not aware of CTE offerings, pathways/clusters. We are currently working on a marketing strategy to help with this issue. 
	E6 Gaps: There are gaps between the data we have for concentrators and completers.  We need to see what is available to look at the differences in these two groups.  We are looking at why our non-traditional members (male/female) are not completers.  Using our Advisory Board/focus groups will help us come up with a solution for this. A communication plan is in development in order to show what programs/offerings CTE has for students in our region. We are going to have our Advisory Board look at students that are feeling unaccepted in CTE programs. We also need to have access to more qualified teachers, especially in our smaller districts.  We are looking into how our Tech colleges accommodate their students to give us ideas of what to use in secondary institutions. We are also looking into IDEA and ADA compliance issues for our students. Our biggest implementation will be in finding mentors and Advisory Board members in underrepresented groups, and finding more ways to incorporate Work-Based Learning for all special populations and different ethnicities.
	E6 Equity and Access: [Emerging]
	E6 Rationale: -Identify available mentors for each special population and ethnicity to work with students in those populations.-Increase communication through marketing/publicity.  Ensure students see positive roll models in each ethnicity/special population


